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CAN YOU KEEP A SECRET? ooyoufancyyourselfa
secret agent? Are you brave enough to do whateyer it takes to get vital
information to your friends and stop it from falling into the wrong

hands? If so, take â moment to consider how some of the earliest

secret messages were sent.

About 2,500 years ago, when Greece and Persia were at war, a

Greek ruler named Histiaeus found a cunning way to hide messages. He

simply shaved the head of a trusted slave and tattooed the secret on his

scalp. As soon as the hair had grown back, he sent the man on his way.

Upon arrival, the slave's head was shaved again to reveal the message.

The ancient Chinese preferred to write secrets on a piece of fine silk,

which they then rolled into a tiny ball and coated with wax, The messenger

swallowed the ball and hurried to his destination in time for nature to take

its course.

In the sixteenth century, an Italian scientist hid his messages inside

hard-boiled eggs. He mixed alum with vinegar to

make a colorless ink with which he wrote on
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."., --"/ Messages that are simply hidden from view (a technique kr\1,,.,.--.- Messages that are simply hidden from view (a technique known as
i,i

,"t steganography) have one obvious drawback: an enemy who finds the
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message knows immediately what it says. So a different sort of secret

\FK writing, called cryptography, also developed. Cryptography hides the

\: meaning of the message, not its existence. It can be combined withr
\ steganography for extra security.

o.-.. ii One way to hide the meaning of a message is to change the position
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**-f§ of letters within words (transposition) so they look jumbled up. A second

*, ,l * method is to substitute another letter, number, or symbol for each

letter while leaving it in its rightful place in the text (substitution).

Both sender and receiver have to know the agreed formula (key)

to the method of secret writing (cipher).

For example, changing the position of letters can be as simple

as writing each word backwards, so that "spy" appears as "yps."

Or you can s\Map each letter with its neighbor, working in
pairs: "top secret messages" becomes "ots pceerm tseasegs."
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Can you read this message?

1;
rYÀT SC OAHGNT ETEETSR RÂUONN

Julius Caesar preferred the substitution method. He substituted

each letter with the one three places along the alphabet. This came to be

known as the "Caesar shift cipher" or "Caesar cipher." Original letters

are known as the "plain alphabet." Substitute letters are known as the
"cipher alphabet." Equally, the plain letters can be shifted farther along

the cipher alphabet; there are 25 variations in all. It is a very neat system:

sender and receiver only have to know the number of the shift to under-

stand where that cipher alphabet starts. Using the Caesar shift cipher

below, can you read Top Secret Message No. 2 on the next page?
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Letters can also be paired off at random, as a means of substitution:
for instance, A with M, B with J, and so on until every letter has a partner
to represent it, and vice versa. This makes 13 pairs of letters.
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CIPHEn§ CÀN MFAN lifr or death. In the 1500s, therewas aplor
to replace Queen Elizabeth I of England with Mary, Queen of Scots.

Mary and her supporters relied on a cipher of symbols to disguise their
messages and hide the conspiracy. Evidence lvas gathered to conviÇt the

supporters, but there was nothing to show that Mary r',ÿas pârr of the plot,

despite strong suspicions of her guilt. -W'hen the English finally obtained

one of the Scottish queent secret messages, Mary's fate rested on the

strength of the cipher. However, she had reckoned without
the determination and skill of Elizabeth's advisers. The
cipher was interpreted (deciphered), and Mary was beheaded.

It was thanks to a secret roessage that America entered.

the First \Xbrld'§[ar in 1917. Europe had long wanted America

to join in, but President §floodrow \flilson was relucrant to do so

because he believed a peâce plan could be worked out with Germany's

new foreign minister, Arthur Zimmermann. In fact, Zimmermann wa§
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plotting just the opposite. He planned to distract America from joining
Europe's forces by persuading Mexico to invade and retake Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona. This would keep America much too busy ro enrer
a war in Europe. His instructions, written in cipher, would be sent via the
cerman embassies in \ü/ashington and Mexico to the Mexican president.
certain sentences would be altered at each embassy, to redirect the message

to its next destination.

unknown to Zimmermann, though, the British had tapped into the
cerman telegraph lines and copied down the first stage of the message.
once it was deciphered, Britain had all the proof it needed to convince
§Toodrow \Tilson ro enrer the war against Germany. However, if the
British revealed the informarion at this stage, Germany would know
the Allies had discovered its cipher and make a new one, seting Britain's
war effort back by mâny months. Instead, Britain had one of its secret
agents infiltrate the Mexican telegraph office. He waited for the final
version of the message ro arrive and obtained a copy, which he passed on
to British intelligence for deciphering. The British allowed sufficient time

for the German ambassador to have the message

.§'; decrypted and conveyed to the Mexican presi-

1Ë - dent. Then they "leaked" rhe plain message

to the United Srares, hoping Germany would
asslrme that someone in Mexico must have

stolen it after it had been deciphered. The ploy

l*1]f,ffiffi,,Ïh * worked. Britain's secret source of information was preserved, and Americaûi!:§1;l

,i,§§#
entered the war.
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deciphered using the Declaration of Independence as the key: each word of
the Declaration had been numbered, and each number of the secret messâge

represented the first letter of that pârticular word. The message said that gold,

silver, and jewels were buried in iron pots in an underground vault "about

four miles from Bufordt." It also said that the precise location was set out in
the first sheet. The third sheet listed the names of people entitled to a share

ofthe treasure. To date, the first and third sheets have not been deciphered,

and opinions vary as to whether the story is true or just an elaborate hoax.

However, with a $20 million treâsure at stake, many people are still trying to
find it!

ü*Ph{frm§u e§ WË'V§ §§§N, hidethemeaningof messages

by replacing each letter with another letter or symbol. A code, however,

*--"":l-l,",yf yg11o s11lstitute a letteq number, or symbol for each whole word.

Here are some examples:
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The drawback to codes is that both sender and receiver need code books

in which to note all the words. Then the books must be well hidden. All
will be discovered if one is found. Replacement codes take time to devise,

and new code books may be difficult to distribute.

Despite its name, Morse code is not actually a code, because it does not

hide the meaning of the message. The dots and dashes simply translate the

letters into telegraph language. If you wanted to keep a message secret, you

would have to turn it into a cipher or code before sending it.

Codes and ciphers have become more and more complex as each one

has been "cracked." The modern computer started out as an instrument to
break codes in England during the Second \ü/orld §7ar. It was called the

Colossus but was ordered destroyed after the war, along with its designs.

The University of Pennsylvania then completed a calculating machine that

laid the groundwork for the computers we know today. And so a secret

world of codes and ciphers, born of intrigue and war, helped to create â

piece of technology that has become a normal part of everyday life.1k
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